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PRESIDENT’S NOTES
each of you to plan on attending next year in New Orleans.
LTC Myron Davis and MAJ
Dan Statz were instrumental in
developing the legislative agenda for NGAUS by participating
in the resolution process. This
is another opportunity for each
of you to make a difference and
I would encourage you to reach
out to either Myron or Dan if
you have questions or would
like to assist.
The JFHQ and WINGA are
currently in the process of planning for the 68 th annual
WINGA conference, which will
be held in Eau Claire. We are
currently working on finalizing
the speakers for the professional development and we are excited to build on the success
from this past WINGA Conference. I welcome any suggestions to make this year even
more productive. I am looking
forward to seeing you in Eau
Claire.
As we get ready for the 2018
membership drive, I ask everyone to remember that NGAUS
and WINGA are the only professional organizations looking
out for the Wisconsin National
Guard and we need your support.
I want to thank each and every one of you for helping
WINGA move forward.

I hope this communicator
finds you well. We are gearing
up for another busy year and
moving your professional
association forward, linking
strategic priorities of the Wisconsin National Guard with
WINGA resources.
As always, legislative goals
are the number one priority of
the association and your legislative committee is working
hard to develop ways
WINGA can better assist the
process. In addition, there are
many areas for each of you to
become an active participant
in the process. I would encourage everyone to reach out
to your elected representatives
and also to use the NGAUS
“write to congress” feature.
This is an easy avenue to
reach policy makers and have
our voices heard.
I would like to thank everyone who attended the 139th
NGAUS General Conference
in Louisville. NGAUS held President Eric Leckel
another great professional
development event and I
think everyone had an enjoyable time. I would encourage
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F-35 UPDATE

President –LTC Eric Leckel

At print time, no final decision had yet been made on
which Air National Guard
bases would receive the F-35
mission. The Secretary of the
Air Force has been briefed by
her senior staff on the two
bases selected to receive the F
-35. A final decision is not
expected to be released until
early December. USAF will
identify 2 preferred sites and
3 reasonable alternative sites
to transition to the F-35.

Army VP –
1LT Alicia Dorsett
Air Force VP –
Maj Joshua Gscheidmeier
Secretary – CPT John Noga
Treasurer –
MAJ Michelle Baer
Executive Director –
COL (R) Michael Williams

Board of Directors
HQ JF ARMY – LTC D J
Klauser & LTC Myron Davis

NGAUS/WINGA LIFE
MEMBER INCENTIVE
PROGRAM
WINGA will once again offer
an incentive program toward
NGAUS & WINGA Life
Membership ($500 for company grade officers and $250
for field grade officers). See
page 4 for details.

64th TC – MAJ Nicholas
Braun & MAJ Doug Kolb
32nd IBCT – LTC Mike
Hanson, MAJ Bill Barthen &
CPT Kevin Steele
157th MEB – MAJ Paul
Cusick & CPT Nicholas
Rinaldi
128th ARW –
Capt Ryan Riesen
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1Lt Bradley Kelly
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WINGA 2017-2018 GRANTS AND SCHOLARSHIPS RECIPIENTS

TAPS

If you are aware of the passing
of one of our members, please
notify us.
COL (Ret) Dave Chase
LTC Gerald Fox
COL (Ret) Doc Starr
CW4 (Ret) Don Summers
MAJ (Ret) William Towner

(in alphabetical order )

Your Communicator
Electronic vs
Printed Copy?

Would you like to reduce
paper clutter and save
WINGA money? If you prefer to receive Your Communicator via email—or if you do
not to want to receive a printed copy—please notify us at
lrasmussen@winga.org

Save the Dates
STATE
68th WINGA
Annual, Eau Claire
Conference

27-29 April 2018
NATIONAL
NGAUS Annual Conf

140th: 24-27 Aug 2018
New Orleans, LA
141st: 30Aug-2 Sep 2019
Denver, CO
142st: 28-31 Aug 2020
Boston, MA
143rd: 9-12 Sep 2021
Charlotte, NC

AWARD
Education Grant
Education Grant
Education Grant
Education Grant
Education Grant
Education Grant
Education Grant
Education Grant
Education Grant
Education Grant
Education Grant
Education Grant
Education Grant

RECIPIENT
Wesley Brooks
Kady Hamilton
Mitchell Hanson
Shannon Kehoe
Austin Lieburn
Sierra Lieburn
Shannon Mathews
Nicholas Mathwig
Vincent Pintarro
Kyle Pulvermacher
1LT Abigail Roach
Adrienne Schuster
Laura Yenchesky

SPONSOR
LTC Mark Brooks
Col (Ret) Don Hamilton
LTC Dan Hanson
LTC (Ret) Bill Kehoe
LtCol Scott Lieburn
LtCol Scott Lieburn
BG Joni Mathews
COL (Ret) Mark Mathwig
LTC (Ret) Joe Pintarro
COL Dan Pulvermacher
1LT Abigail Roach
BG (Ret) Andy Schuster
Col Dan Yenchesky

President’s Scholarship
President’s Scholarship

1LT Brad Kelly
Capt Shannon Meddaugh

1LT Brad Kelly
Capt Shannon Meddaugh

These students were awarded a $500 education scholarship for the 2017-2018 academic year from
the Wisconsin National Guard Association, Inc (WINGA).
On behalf of the WINGA Board of Directors and the WINGA Awards, Gifts and Grants Committee, congratulations in your pursuit of a higher education degree.

SCHOLARSHIP THANK YOU’S
From Kady Hamilton: Thank you for the $500 scholarship. This scholarship will help me purchase books and supplies for this semester! Thank you so very much for this amazing opportunity.
From 1LT Brad Kelly: I would like to extend my true appreciation to WINGA and the scholarship committee! Words cannot begin to explain how grateful I am for being a recipient of one of
your President’s Scholarships. I am glad to see WINGA giving back and investing in its member’s
careers and futures. This scholarship will help a great deal in not only pursuing my educational
goals, but also my career aspirations in the Wisconsin Air National Guard.
From Nicholas Mathwig: Thank you for the award of $500. It will be used for my cadet expenses
and future Army Service Uniform as a 2LT. Your generosity is greatly appreciated.
From Vincent Pintarro: Thank you very much. I am thrilled and honored to be selected as a recipient of the WINGA Education Grant. As I enter my final year of college, the financial assistance
provided by WINGA is greatly appreciated.
From Kyle Pulvermacher: Thank you so much for awarding me your $500 Education Grant.
This grant is going to help me obtain an undergraduate degree in Exercise and Sports Science from
UW-LaCrosse. This will help me achieve my dream of one day being a collegiate strength and conditioning coach.
From Adrienne Schuster: Thank you for the $500 education grant scholarship. This money will be
so helpful for tuition as well as materials I will need as I continue to pursue my degree in architecture. Special thanks to WINGA in providing the scholarship opportunity to support students like
myself.

2018 WINGA/WNGEA CONFERENCE
The WINGA/WNGEA Joint Conference will be held at the Lismore Hotel in Eau Claire
27-29 April 2018. The Adjutant General has approved 100 company grade officers/enlisted personnel to attend professional development in a paid status (70 Army and 30 Air). The planning committee is focusing on military or business professional speakers who can provide attendees with immediate take-aways that can be applied to their military and civilian careers.
More detailed information and registration form will be available in the January Communicator.
Please mark your calendars and plan to attend the WINGA/WNGEA Joint Conference.
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COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Awards, Gifts & Grants:

COL (R) Darrel Feucht – Chair
MAJ Doug Kolb
Capt Jeremy Phillips
COL (R) Marty Seifer

By-Laws:

LTC (R) Tammy Gross – Co-Chair
LTC Michael Hanson – Co-Chair
LtCol Christina Hastings

Credentials:

Lt Col (R) Don Schuh – Chair
COL (R) Michael Williams
COL (R) Don Pagenkopf

Finance:

Maj Joshua Gscheidmeier – Chair
LTC Eric Leckel
1LT Alicia Dorsett
CPT John Noga
MAJ Michelle Baer
COL (R) Michael Williams

Insurance:

COL (R) David Gault – Chair
COL (R) Michael Williams – SIA
BG (R) John Larson
COL (R) Robert Klinger
BG Joni Mathews
LTC Eric Leckel – WINGA President
LTC Douglas Moore
COL (Ret) Terry McArdle
SGM (R) Lowell Koehler
SGM Janice Finck
CMSgt (Ret) Gregory Cullen
LTC (Ret) Bob Strange

Legislative:

Col Erik Peterson – Co-Chair
LTC (R) Jackie Guthrie—Co-Chair
Lt Col Jon Kalberer
Maj (R) Ryan Gaffney
MAJ Krista Schuster

Nominations:

MAJ (R) Kevin Quist – Chair
COL (R) Ricky Kappus
Lt Col (R) George Bacik

Communications:

MAJ Sarah Cleveland – Chair
Lt Col (R) Rob Huelsman
MAJ Sarah Bammel
CPT Crystal Banse
Capt Mike Koob
1LT Alicia Dorsett
Lt Col (R) Chris Rodel

Resolutions:

Joint: Maj Dan Statz
Army: LTC Myron Davis
Air: Maj Dan Statz
Corporate Relations:
Col (Ret) Mike Hinman—Chair
CPT Kathrine Berberich
1LT Ryan Riesen
LtCol Steve Hunter
Maj Tom Mielcarek
Capt Luke Steffel
1LT Alicia Dorsett
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PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIP
by Mike Williams, WINGA Executive Director

The Wisconsin National Guard Association (WINGA) and the National Guard Association of
the United States (NGAUS) are your professional associations. The success of these organizations is based on your membership, involvement and participation in association activities and
business transactions. Professional organizations can enhance your personal and professional
development and provide endless networking opportunities. Membership in WINGA/NGAUS
displays a business initiative, engagement in the military and commitment to stay abreast of current developments in the National Guard. Benefits of association membership also includes:
• leadership roles within the associations
• newsletters and magazines
• professional development opportunities at conferences
• access to member only benefits such as college scholarships
Networking opportunities and a chance to influence legislation which benefits the National
Guard are two of the greatest benefits of association membership. However, to benefit from
this, you must participate and be an active member of your associations. Paying your annual
dues is not enough to reap the benefits of association membership. You must also make an
investment of time and effort in association activities and become involved. Simply put, what
you get out of association membership is directly relative to what you put in.
The Wisconsin Adjutant General, Maj Gen Donald Dunbar, stated, “Military associations are
an important dimension in our country’s strong interest in national defense. These military associations work to increase the American public’s awareness of the National Guard mission and
nurture strong and mutually-beneficial relationships among government, industry and civic leaders.” The Chief of National Guard Bureau, General Joseph Lengyel, stated, “Through the years,
military associations have provided forums that foster military professionalism and development.
Additionally, these groups work to increase awareness of our mission with the American public
and foster a strong interest in enhancing the readiness of our national defense.”
WINGA will soon begin our membership campaign for 2018. We hope to again achieve
+100% membership in NGAUS for the 38th consecutive year, a record unmatched by any other
state. There is strength in numbers and your continued membership, involvement and commitment to WINGA/NGAUS will pay many long-term benefits to the Wisconsin National Guard
and its members.

LEGISLATIVE UPDATE
by LTC (Ret) Jackie Guthrie

On the state side, the legislature passed and Gov. Scott Walker recently signed into law the
2017-19 budget. No significant implications for soldiers or airmen.
On the federal side, the 115th Congress has 24 legislative days, with both chambers in session,
until current government funding expires on 8 Dec (as of 12 Oct). Details of current authorization and appropriation legislation can be found online: https://www.ngaus.org/advocatingnational-guard/current-authorization-bills-appropriations.
However, the 2018 National Defense Authorization Act passed the House on 14 Jul and the
Senate on 18 Sep and conferencees are in the process of being named. Unresolved issues include:
• House Section 333: Annual report on personnel, training, and equipment needs of nonfederalized National Guard
• House Section 503: Equal treatment of orders to serve on active duty under section 12304a
and 12304b of Title 10, USC
• Senate Section 703: Modification of eligibility for TRICARE Reserve Select and TRICARE
Retired Reserve of certain members of the reserve components
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2018 WINGA / NGAUS MEMBERSHIP DRIVE
1. You may pay your WINGA/NGAUS dues via credit card. You may either
call our office (608-242-3114) and provide your credit card information or you
can drop by our office during normal business hours (Tuesday thru Thursday/0730-1600). Please note there will be a $3 convenience fee if you choose to
pay via credit or debit card.
2. NGAUS Life membership is $1,000, payable in one lump sum or four payments of $250 over a two-year period; WINGA Life is $80, payable in one lump
sum or four-quarterly $20 installments.
3. In 2018, WINGA will once again offer an incentive program whereby
company grade officers will receive a $500 incentive and field grade officers will receive a $250 incentive toward the payment of NGAUS life dues.
This will be on a first-come, first served basis. You must also become a
WINGA life member in order to take advantage of this offer. If you are
interested in this incentive program, please contact our office.
4. Active Life Memberships count towards WINGA and NGAUS’ 100% membership after you retire.
5. Major commands receive a 5% rebate for paid Early Bird memberships. The
Early Bird Membership Deadline is Friday, 23 March 2018.
6. The second deadline for membership dues will be 25 June 2018. Dues for
membership year 2018 will continue to be collected through 30 September 2018.
7. Information on 2018 NGAUS and WINGA membership will be distributed
to the commands in November..

Pay
Grade

NGAUS
Dues

WINGA
Dues

Total

O-1

$30.00

$5.00

$35.00

O-2

$45.00

$5.00

$50.00

O-3

$59.00

$5.00

$64.00

O-4

$72.00

$10.00

$82.00

O-5

$85.00

$10.00

$95.00

O-6

$108.00

$10.00

$118.00

O-7

$123.00

$20.00

$143.00

O-8

$139.00

$20.00

$159.00

W-1

$26.00

$5.00

$31.00

W-2

$35.00

$5.00

$40.00

W-3

$46.00

$5.00

$51.00

W-4

$59.00

$10.00

$69.00

W-5

$73.00

$10.00

$83.00

WELCOME TO NEW NGAUS/WINGA MEMBERS
The following individuals have been appointed as officers in the Wisconsin National Guard since the last Communicator (June 2017).
Newly appointed officers with no prior NGAUS and WINGA membership receive 1 year of complimentary membership in NGAUS
and WINGA. New accessions with no prior WINGA membership receive 1 year of complimentary membership in WINGA.
Congratulations to those officers who have been discharged from the Wisconsin National Guard and became a NGAUS and/or
WINGA Retired Life Member. NGAUS Retired Life Membership is currently $125 and WINGA Retired Life Membership is currently $15.
Complimentary Membership
2LT Paige Bartelt
2LT Benjamin Beyer
MAJ Cara Bormann
2LT Ashley Braun
2LT Nicholas Cota
LtCol Brian Danielewicz
2LT Adam Earle
Capt Jaclyn Garlich
CPT Michael Gillcrist
2LT Phillip Glapa
2LT Cole Hamilton
2LT Michael Hooker
2LT Austin Houston
2LT Conner Intress
WO1 Tyler Jakubowski
2LT Alexander Kazmierski

(complimentary mbr contd)
2LT Rilee Newell
Capt Drew Nishiyama
1LT Sean Paulick
2LT Jacob Scheffler
WO1 Jaden Syverson
LtCol Christina Schmoker
2LT Wesley Titus
1LT Karen Tucker
2LT Ross Vandehey
1LT Scott VanKlompenburg
1LT Sandra Westphal
LtCol Eric Kilburg
LtCol Jason Klaas
LtCol Trevor Orsinger
Maj Jennifer Winkenwerder

Retired Life Members
COL (Ret) Lee Ward
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NGAUS OPD AFTER ACTION REPORT—13-15 August 2017
by CPT Jeremiah Hellenbrand
The NGAUS Officer Professional Development (OPD) session was a fast paced, information packed experience which provided a
unique perspective on how NGAUS operates and supports the National Guard. We attended a dinner at the Chief of National
Guard Bureau General Lengyel’s quarters on Ft McNair, Washington D.C.
• The NGAUS President spoke about the NGAUS mission and its importance in aiding the National Guard in updating equipment and training. The Special Assistant to the ARNG Director set the stage by describing the character of war and how the
force needs to continue adapting to the current and projected threat picture.
• The Director of the ANG LtGen Rice expressed his intent to ensure the ANG is equipped for the 21 st century. His priorities
are readiness, modernization, and 21st century Airmen who are agile, innovative, and resilient.
• The NGAUS Legislative Director’s job is to tell the National Guard story to Congress and their staff so they better understand
how the National Guard operates and what resources are needed. His advice is to get involved with NGAUS and stay informed
on the latest issues so you can become a strong advocate and communicate to the force.
• CNGB Gen Lengyel discussed the National Guard mission triad which includes: Partnerships, warfight, and homeland. His top
priorities are to: 1) provide ready forces for the President and Governors’ to meet the Nation’s needs 2) taking care of our people, families and Employers and 3) Innovation and agility.
• Tour of the US Capitol, NGB and Pentagon
Overall, the NGAUS OPD provided me with a better understanding of NGAUS and its importance to the National Guard allowing
me to better communicate the mission and benefits of NGAUS to my peers and subordinates.

NGAUS ARMY RESOLUTIONS
by LTC Myron Davis

WIARNG Hall of Honor
WI ANG Hall of Fame

The Army Resolutions Committee met on 8 Sep during the NGAUS
Conf. There were 10 Army resolutions that were discussed. Six of
them passed, three were withdrawn and one failed to gather enough
votes. Out of the six that passed, four of them were in regards to enhancements to equipment or training . The other two that passed on
the Army side were related to personnel issues and were forwarded to
the Joint Resolutions Committee for a follow-on vote. All passed
changes become Standing Resolutions, which are available on the
NGAUS website. As a member of WINGA, feel free to provide input
to our State Resolutions Committee with ideas that can enhance NG
equipment, capabilities, and quality of life for our soldiers and their
families.

On 7 May, BG (Ret) Scott Legwold and Col (Ret) AJ
Feucht were inducted into the WIARNG Hall of Honor.
On 14 October Col (Ret) Mike Hinman and LtCol (Ret)
Don Schuh were inducted into the WI ANG Hall of
Fame.
WINGA provides the plaques that are presented to the
awardees. Congratulations to these WINGA members.

NGAUS JOINT RESOLUTIONS
by Maj Dan Statz
The Wisconsin National Guard Association had an active role in
setting NGAUS priorities for the FY18 legislative cycle. WINGA
submitted 5 Joint Resolutions and 12 Air Resolutions focusing on
Maternity & Paternity Leave Parity, Cyber Defense staffing, improved SAR packages for rotary winged aircraft, enhanced retention bonuses for DSGs, revised processes for the use of UAS for
DOMOPs, and F-16 modernization. All Wisconsin proposed resolutions were accepted at the NGAUS General Conference in Louisville, KY. As a member-based organizations, the NGAUS resolution process is one of your ways to influence and enhance the association and the National Guard as a whole. If you would like to
learn more about the resolution process or submit a proposed
change to current legislation, please contact Maj Dan Statz and/or
visit the NGAUS website (NGAUS.org à“Issues & Advocacy” tab
à Resolutions).

Left to right: BG Anderson,
COL (Ret) AJ Feucht, and
Maj Gen Dunbar..

Left to right: BG Anderson, wife
Sandy Legwold, daughter Brittany
Legwold, and Maj Gen Dunbar..
BG (Ret) Legwold was overseas and
unable to attend; his award was presented to his wife and daughter.

Left to right: Brig Gen Ebben,
Col (Ret) Mike Hinman, and
Maj Gen Dunbar..

Left to right: Brig Gen Ebben,
LtCol (Ret) Don Schuh, and
Maj Gen Dunbar..
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NGAUS OPD AAR
by 1LT Andy Kmiec, 128th Air Refueling Wing
Let me first start with saying thank you for the opportunity and experience to attend the NGAUS 139 th General Conference and Exhibition. I have heard many leaders that I respect talk about the importance of our professional military organizations, but the conversation usually hasn’t gotten past that statement. I have heard they are important but without a lot of substance as to why, or maybe the
conversation had extended beyond that but the content never fully resonated with me. What was learned in those 4 days ended up
being an eye opening and invaluable experience.
Important lessons learned: The National Guard, for most of its history, has been a ready reserve force to help our Active Duty services when needed. With the changing global diplomatic scene in the past couple decades the Country has recognized the skills, experience and therefore the necessity of having the Guard as a continuous operational force. With an increased Ops tempo in recent years,
our mission utilization has continued to adapt and change. With the expanded use of our National Guard we eventually had stand up
to say, “We deserve a fulltime voice at the table.” We gained a voice with all of the other Joint Chiefs of Staff through our Chief of the
National Guard Bureau. NGAUS plays a pivotal role by continually advocating to our Government and military officials as to what the
Guard does, why we need a voice at the table, and how our organization has unique challenges due to the nature of our Citizen Soldiers.
Major takeaways:
• The National Guard is here to stay as an Operational Force
• Education benefits for 12304(b) have been granted for Guardsman- Health care and early retirement are still being fought for in
the coming FY
• Post 9/11 GI bill no longer has a 15 year deadline to use with more flexibility for dependent use
Focus for next few years: Better preventative mental health programs, UH-60 modifications, Aviation restructuring, C-130 mod-recap,
F-15/16 mod-recap, and Improved funding system.
The knowledge and experience gained from fellow and past Guardsmen at the conference was invaluable. I have a better and deeper
understanding of the National Guard’s place in our Nation’s defense. This knowledge of our organizational structure along with the
networking connections made at the conference have already opened doors and opportunities that I would never have been exposed
to had I not attended. Many of our state’s leadership were incredibly friendly and eager to talk, mentor and listen the entire weekend.
Those interactions were probably some of the best mentoring moments I’ve gotten out of my military career so far. Being invited to
my first NGAUS conference was just the first step to making meaningful connections and being exposed to all of the opportunities
there are to us as Guardsmen.

WINGA CORPORATE SPONSORS AT NGAUS 2017

Oshkosh Defense

Robertson Fuel Systems

Patriot Taxiway
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NGAUS 2017 HIGHLIGHTS
The 2017 NGAUS Conference was hosted by the great state of Kentucky along the bourbon trail in Louisville from 7-10 September.
Wisconsin was well represented with 56 delegates and spouses. Nine Company Grade Officers attended and participated in Officer Professional Development. Wisconsin along with 25 other state delegations were housed at the Galt Hotel. There was one unfortunate
circumstance which required one of the hotel towers to be evacuated due to a mechanical failure. This required 400 rooms be evacuated
with delegates being relocated to other hotels including 23 rooms for Wisconsin delegates, plus the Wisconsin hospitality room. Everyone cooperated with upmost professionalism and the conference continued without a hitch. Go to the WINGA website for additional
NGAUS conference pictures.
Special thanks to our corporate sponsors including: Oshkosh Defense, Patriot Taxiways,
New York Life Insurance Company, Decatur Dairy and Wisconsin Brewing Company.
Thirteen states were honored for having 100 percent membership.
Wisconsin once again led the way with 37 years of consecutive 100% membership.
Highlights from key-note speakers:
• Gen Lengyel, National Guard Bureau Chief, discussed focusing on innovation and the evolving war fight. Looking ahead sometimes means thinking about life in 2030 because it’s close enough to sort of see it and far enough away to realize how fast things are
going to change.
• LtGen Rice, Director of the Air National Guard, discussed effective manning, which is more important than end-strength. He
needs fully trained people in the right place at the right time more than he needs high numbers on paper when an operation is in the
offing. Readiness depends on effective manning.
• LTG Kadavy, Director of the Army National Guard, focused on the future of the force. The top priority is guaranteed readiness
that the nation can count on. Units will have to sustain higher levels of collective readiness, personnel readiness and equipment
readiness. When you have to do that, you’re part of the operational Army. The Army is counting on you and your readiness.
• Gen Goldfein, Air Force Chief of Staff, said that the readiness of the service must improve to meet the world’s many threats.
• LTG Garrett, US Army Central Commander, made it clear how much he relies on the Army National Guard. The Army would
have long ago failed its execution without the contributions of the Total Army—our National Guard and our Army Reserve.
• Heather Wilson, Air Force Secretary, said that the Air Force is too small for all the missions the country is asking us to perform; the
force must grow in size and modernize.
• Gen McConville, Army Vice Chief, talked about Guard missions around the world, but mentioned the Guard’s response to Hurricanes Harvey, Irma and Maria. You should be proud of your efforts because we are.
• Sen Mitch McConnell, R-KY, the Senate Majority Leader, acknowledged “we have not been adequately funding the military”. His
solution is tax reform that will provide the armed services with revenue from the nation’s economic growth rather than taxes.

WI Delegation—Roll Call of
States

OPD Officers—States Dinner

WI Delegation—Roll Call of
States

Ladies & Their Hats—
States Dinner

WI Delegation—States Dinner
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Mark your calendars for
Joint Officer and Enlisted Professional Development,
hosted by JFHQ and sponsored by WINGA and WNGEA
at the Lismore Hotel, Eau Claire
27-29 April 2018
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DIRECT BENEFITS OF YOUR WINGA/NGAUS MEMBERSHIP

Please inform us when you change
addresses via e-mail or phone at
michael.j.williams@winga.org or
lrasmussen@winga.org
or 608-242-3114.
WINGA, Inc.

Your Address Here!

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tax-free retired military pay in Wisconsin
WI State Tuition Assistance Program and post 9-11 GI Bill
State Soldiers & Sailor Relief Act
Definition of “veteran” has been expanded to include Guardsmen and Reservists with
20 years of service
Post-deployment mental health care
TRICARE Coverage
Free $10,000 life insurance policy to new members of the WI National Guard for one year
Free $1,000 life insurance coverage for all actively serving WI National Guard members
Scholarships for members and dependents
Annual WINGA and NGAUS Conferences, including Professional Development
WINGA newsletter “The Communicator” (published 3 times per year)
Monthly NGAUS magazine
Benefit parity for National Guard

